TRANSPARENCY IN THREE DIMENSIONS†

Frederick Schauer*

On November 11, 2010, at the University of Illinois College of Law, Professor Frederick Schauer of the University of Virginia delivered this lecture as part of the 2010 Baum Lecture Series. Professor Schauer discussed the challenges associated with the often-touted virtues of transparency in public decision making, offering a proposed framework for assessing the goals and principles associated with transparency, transparency’s costs and benefits, and how transparency is related to other principles, including those of the First Amendment.

Professor Schauer begins by discussing the definition of transparency and how the degree of transparency is ultimately a function of three variables: the possessor of information, the information that is to be made transparent, and to whom access to information will be given. He then addresses the aims of transparency, in particular its regulatory, democracy enhancing, efficiency promoting, and epistemological goals. Professor Schauer notes how transparency is conservative, seeking to prevent the worst outcomes even at the occasional cost of foreclosing the best ones.

Being invited to the College of Law at the University of Illinois to deliver the David C. Baum Memorial Lecture on Civil Rights and Civil Liberties is an extraordinary honor. It is one for which I am and will always remain grateful, in part because the lecture series commemorates the life and accomplishments of a great teacher, fine scholar, and good man who is such an important part of the College of Law’s history. I am also honored because I have been invited to join such a distinguished list of past Baum Lecturers, some of whom I am pleased to call my friends and others of whom have reputations to which I cannot even dream of aspiring.

† This Article is the written and annotated version of the David C. Baum Memorial Lecture on Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, delivered at the University of Illinois College of Law on November 11, 2010.
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Many of the previous Baum Lectures, especially in the earlier years of the series, were focused on the accomplishments of particular people, especially those eminent Supreme Court Justices—Hugo Black, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Louis Brandeis, Robert Jackson, Felix Frankfurter, William Douglas, Thurgood Marshall, and William Brennan—whose work advanced the U.S. tradition of civil rights and civil liberties. Fortunately for me, however, this has not been an unbroken tradition, because I wish to talk to you not about a person, but about an idea. And the idea I want to talk about is transparency.

Transparency, it appears these days, is everywhere; or at least talk of it is everywhere. Indeed, not much more than a month ago, Professor Lawrence Solum of this faculty discussed the topic of transparency on his Legal Theory Blog precisely because he believed it to be a concept of which every first year law student ought to be aware. Professor Solum

9. “Fortunate” especially because the tradition, as exemplified by six of the eight previously cited Baum Lectures, has been marked by the practice of former law clerks writing admiringly about the Justices for whom they clerked. Not having been a law clerk, I am an unable to perform in such a role.
is correct—indeed, more correct than he would have been a decade ago. President Obama has explicitly promised more transparent government, and from the outset the Obama Administration issued directives aimed at implementing that promise. Recent regulatory changes have responded to consumer advocates urging more transparency in mortgages, consumer financing, banking, and other financial transactions. Shareholder advocates insist that corporations be more transparent about corporate governance and corporate decisions, while at the same time the corporations themselves, as well as others, urge greater transparency as an alternative to allegedly more heavy-handed regulation. Courts, which with open hearings, public access to records, and written statements of reasons are among the more transparent of decision-making institutions, are urged to become even more transparent. Proponents of “open source” computer technology decry laws and contracts that exalt property over transparency. And in numerous other aspects of law, disclosure is the touchstone, whether in the context of informed consent,
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the regulation of securities, or even in the *Miranda* warnings that police give to those they interrogate. Moreover, even—or perhaps especially—in the international arena, human rights groups such as Transparency International, the Open Society Foundations, and others with somewhat less transparent names treat governmental transparency as one of their central goals.

Transparency is not, of course, an unalloyed good, much of contemporary popular rhetoric notwithstanding. Whenever someone asks a friend to keep a secret, whenever a call is made for greater respect for privacy, whenever anonymity is valued, and whenever the press insists on the confidentiality of its sources, for example, such often appealing claims are in fact claims for less rather than more transparency. Secrecy, privacy, anonymity, and confidentiality also have their virtues, and we can all understand why transparency is a far more desirable attribute for sunroom windows than it is for bathroom doors. At times, it seems that transparency is a prime example of the old adage that where you stand depends on where you sit.

Although the virtues and vices of transparency are well worth analyzing and debating, and indeed have increasingly been the subject of

such analyses and debates in recent years, my goal here is to step back from these debates and try to understand just what it is that transparency is supposed to bring, just how we are to evaluate the costs and benefits of transparency, and just how transparency fits within larger themes about the role of law in producing knowledge.

My aim on this occasion is thus to explain and explore three different aspects of the problem of transparency. The first relates to the multiple goals that transparency is thought to serve; the second concerns the peculiarly conservative, in the nonpolitical sense of that term, nature of transparency; and the third attempts to situate some of the discussion about transparency, including but not limited to my own on this occasion, within the more venerable traditions of freedom of speech and freedom of the press. But with respect to this last goal, I want to locate the subject of transparency within these larger themes not primarily to domesticate the topic of transparency, and thus make it part of a larger, older, and more familiar tradition. On the contrary, I want to suggest that, history and tradition notwithstanding, transparency may be the larger and more important topic, with the freedom of speech and press, or at least some aspects of it, being only a historically salient corner of a larger, more interesting, and more pervasive concern.

I. DEFINITIONAL PRELIMINARIES

Transparency is, of course, a metaphor, or perhaps it is better thought of as an analogy. In its principal usage, the word “transparent” is used to refer to a physical property. To be transparent, the Oxford English Dictionary tells us, is to have “the property of transmitting light, so as to render bodies lying beyond completely visible.” As used metaphorically, therefore, to be transparent is to have the capacity of being seen without distortion. Thus, for some fact, information, or process to be transparent is for it to be open and available for examination and scrutiny.

Transparency is thus best understood as a passive or a negative attribute. Transparency is about availability and accessibility, but these attributes of transparency are agnostic on the question of who might take advantage of that availability or accessibility and at what cost. In Isaiah Berlin’s classic distinction between positive and negative liberty, he argues that it is essential to distinguish liberty from the conditions for its exercise and thus to distinguish negative liberty from what he believes is misleadingly designated as “positive” liberty. Thus, because transpar-

28. See supra note 10 for a sample of recent writings.
31. An important analysis and response to Berlin is in LAWRENCE CROCKER, POSITIVE LIBERTY: AN ESSAY IN NORMATIVE POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (1980).
ency is an attribute rather than an activity (like speaking or writing) or a power, it fits well within the negative liberty or negative freedom side of the now-familiar distinctions between positive and negative liberty, positive and negative freedom, and positive and negative rights. Open meeting laws, for example, serve the goals of transparency by prohibiting certain governmental bodies from closing certain proceedings to interested spectators, but whether there are any such interested spectators is another question entirely. The same can be said about laws and Supreme Court decisions requiring trials to be open to the public. And so too with freedom of information laws, which require the government to make available certain records and documents upon request from members of the public but do not require that anyone actually request them. A more positive conception of transparency might undergird efforts to make information easily usable rather than simply available—the difference between a requirement of publication and a requirement of access, for example—but most existing conceptions of transparency are far more about availability than about actual usability. Moreover, it would be almost inconceivable to imagine laws mandating how the information available through transparency is actually used or processed. As a result, transparency is usefully distinguished from knowledge because, although

32. On positive and negative rights, see, for example, Larry A. Alexander, Constitutiona... 


transparency may foster an increase in knowledge, transparency is, at best, a facilitator of knowledge and should not be confused with knowledge itself.

Transparency may facilitate knowledge, but its actual capacity to do so depends on numerous factors, as well as simply on the degree of transparency. It is common for people to describe processes as either transparent or not, but transparency is in fact a variable. Ordinary language distinguishes between transparency and translucency, and thus recognizes partial transparency, but the latter term has yet to penetrate contemporary political or legal discourse. Nevertheless, the very fact that we distinguish transparency from translucency, or partial transparency, shows that it can, at times, be valuable to recognize varying degrees of transparency. Documents redacted on grounds of national security, for example, are less than fully transparent but nor are they fully opaque. Although open meeting laws make the proceedings of city councils, boards of education, and administrative agencies open to the public, most such laws allow some discussions to take place behind closed doors, literally or figuratively, and there has consequently been a raft of litigation under such laws about which transactions and conversations qualify as meetings for purposes of open meeting laws, and which are subject to various exemptions and exceptions. But the existence of such litigation should not detract from the larger phenomenon. An army of lawyers and legal scholars indeed make their living litigating or analyzing the exceptions to the Freedom of Information Act, but it would still be hard to deny that the United States, after the passage of that Act, is a far different place than it was before it came into being.

In addition to there being degrees of transparency in terms of which records, proceedings, or data are available and which are not, the degree of transparency can also vary along the dimension of the size and identity of a permitted audience. Attendance at the faculty meetings of my own institution, for example, is limited to members of the faculty and is thus closed to students, alumni, nonfaculty members of the bar, and interested members of the general public. As a result, the proceedings lack transparency for some number of interested parties. Still, the fact that these proceedings are open to all faculty members, as opposed to some subset thereof, makes them more transparent than many conceivable alterna-

tives. Similarly, designated journalists, but not all citizens, are allowed to roam the halls of the White House and fly on military aircraft, producing a situation that can be described most accurately, albeit loosely, as partial transparency. And, any time a document is available only to those with a so-called “need to know,” we wind up with a situation somewhere between total transparency and total opacity.

In any discussion of transparency, therefore, it is vitally important to recognize that transparency is a three-part relationship, or, to put it differently, a relationship with three different variables. Any question about transparency will present, first, the question of which person or institution engages in proceedings or possesses documents or information; second, the question of which activities, proceedings, data, or documents are to be made transparent; and, third, what is the class of individuals or institutions that are entitled to access those activities, proceedings, data, or documents. Thus, without specifying who must make what available to whom, we are unlikely to be able to understand the form of transparency we are discussing.

II. THE AIMS OF TRANSPARENCY

Definitional preliminaries aside, we can now turn to the supposed virtues of transparency. Foremost among them, at least in much of contemporary discourse, is what is commonly described as “accountability.” An institution’s transparency to another institution, or an institution’s transparency to the public, many argue, increases the accountability of the transparent institution. But because the word “accountability” is sufficiently capacious to include the alleged virtues of allowing one institution to be controlled by another and also the alleged virtues of public participation for its own sake, I want to set aside the word “accountability” and instead distinguish between transparency as regulation and transparency as democracy or participation. More broadly, I want to distinguish among four values that transparency is thought to serve and thus to distinguish what I will label Transparency as Regulation, Transparency as Democracy, Transparency as Efficiency, and Transparency as Epistemology.

39. Of course there are important issues about who is included and who is excluded under any system of partial access, see Nation Magazine v. U.S. Dep’t of Def., 762 F. Supp. 1558 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) (dismissing as moot a challenge to the Department of Defense’s procedures and criteria for determining which journalists shall be members of wartime “press pools”); Frederick Schauer, Parsing the Pentagon Papers (May 1991) (unpublished research paper) (on file with the Joan Shorenstein Center, Harvard University, John F. Kennedy School of Government) (commenting on the foregoing), but such issues are not my principal concern here.

40. Indeed, using the words “transparent” (or “transparency”) and “accountable” (or “accountability”) in tandem is ubiquitous. See, e.g., Blakely v. Washington, 542 U.S. 296, 316 (2004).
Focusing first on transparency as regulation, we can remind ourselves that “information is power,” as the old saying goes, and accordingly, one aspect of transparency is the claim that for one person or institution to have information about another is for the former to have power over the latter. How exactly this power is exercised will of course vary considerably with context. Consider blackmail, for example. The blackmailer has information—or knowledge—about the victim, and the blackmailer’s power over the victim derives from the fact that there is information the victim wishes to keep secret. And thus, victims of blackmailer transparency—although obviously not facilitated by the victim and although almost certainly socially undesirable—allows the blackmailer to control the victim, which is, after all, the whole point of blackmail in the first place. Blackmail may be socially undesirable, but it nevertheless provides a good example of the way in which possession of information about another typically facilitates power or control over another.

More relevant than blackmail to the general topic of transparency is the broad range of contexts in which the transparency of an institution is one way in which that institution can be controlled or regulated by another. Mandated corporate disclosure of numerous financial reports and transactions is an important dimension of corporate and securities regulation, premised on the assumption that a corporation whose finances, internal organization, and major contracts are accessible to the public and shareholders is a corporation constrained in its ability to engage in various investor-damaging practices. Similarly, the transparency of mortality rates for hospitals is thought to foster superior medical

And the ubiquitous “information is power” derives from Francis Bacon’s “knowledge is power,” the common translation of nam et ipsa scientia potestas est. John Bartlett, Familiar Quotations 111 (Christopher Morley & Louella D. Everett eds., 12th ed. 1950) (quoting Francis Bacon, Haeresibus, in MEDITACIONES SACRAE (1597)).


For a skeptical view of the supposed advantages of disclosure in producing substantively desirable behavior, see Ripken, supra note 19. Different forms of skepticism are also found in Carol J. Simon, The Effect of the 1933 Securities Act on Investor Information and the Performance of New Issues, 79 Am. Econ. Rev. 295 (1989).
care, and the transparency of violence on college campuses is argued to increase campus concern for security and also to increase the ability of students and parents to make wise choices about where students should get their education. And the transparency of restaurant hygiene inspections seemingly provides an incentive for restaurateurs to ensure that their establishments are healthy and safe. In these and numerous other instances, disclosure and transparency are thought to be an important component of a broader regulatory strategy. Indeed, when Cass Sunstein and Richard Thaler wrote an article entitled “Disclosure Is the Best Kind of Credit Regulation” and when Gordon Crovitz wrote in the Wall Street Journal that “Transparency Is More Powerful Than Regulation,” they explicitly recognized that requiring regulated entities to make their activities open to those who seek to exercise control over those entities is itself a form of regulation, although it remains an open question whether transparency as regulation is better or worse, all things considered, than more direct forms of regulation. Still, once we recognize that transparency can be a form of control, and therefore a form of regulation, we can see that in most discussions of transparency it is rarely a mistake to ask whether it is good that those who are expected or compelled to be transparent should or should not be subject to the control of those to whom they are expected to be transparent.

B. Transparency As Democracy

Although discussions of transparency as regulatory strategy are becoming increasingly common, there is a certain kind of control or regulation that dominates many discussions of transparency, and that is regulation of the government itself by the public or by its appointed (or self-appointed) representatives. For want of a better word, we can simply call public control of governors and government “democracy.” And to the extent that transparency of governmental processes to the public is promoted as a way of facilitating public control of government and its
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47. Thaler & Sunstein, supra note 15.


49. See Ripken, supra note 19.
decisions,\textsuperscript{50} we can understand the principle as one of Transparency as Democracy. But transparency as a facilitator of democracy and as a vehicle for control of the governors by the governed has two importantly distinct dimensions. First, transparency can, it is said, reduce corruption, bribery, regulatory capture, and other forms of governmental misbehavior, and in that sense governmental transparency is simply a form of transparency as regulation.\textsuperscript{51} Presumably this is what Justice Brandeis meant in famously proclaiming that sunlight was the best of disinfectants.\textsuperscript{52} Still, democracy is not necessarily dependent on the view that the public is a superior decision maker to paid public officials.\textsuperscript{53} The second dimension of Transparency as Democracy is thus public control not for the purpose of facilitating better decisions, but instead as the embodiment of public control as an end in itself. Democracy, after all, is not about the people necessarily being right, but about the right of the people to be wrong. From this perspective, open meeting laws, freedom of information laws, and many of the other devices of transparency are, to the perpetual annoyance of those whose activities and records are supposed to be transparent, hardly a reliable guarantor of wise decision making. These devices of disclosure and transparency are, however, a useful facilitator of public decision making, a public decision making that, sometimes for better and sometimes for worse, is an important component of democratic governance.

Thus, it is difficult to deny that transparent decisions are sometimes worse just because of their transparency. Justice Souter, who retired from the Supreme Court for reasons other than the looming prospect of televised Supreme Court arguments, nevertheless famously observed that “the day you see a [television] camera come into our courtroom, it’s going to roll over my dead body.”\textsuperscript{54} For Justice Souter and many others, increased public involvement in, and inspection of, certain decision-making processes operates as a kind of Gresham’s Law, or perhaps just

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{50} See supra note 12.
\item \textsuperscript{51} Indeed, the view that transparency is the best prevention for corruption is the guiding principle of Transparency International, supra note 21, and the impetus for Transparency International’s widely used Corruption Perceptions Index. See Corruption Perceptions Index 2010 Results, Transparency Int’l, http://www.transparency.org/policy_research/surveys_indices/cpi/2010/results (last visited May 16, 2011).
\item \textsuperscript{52} “Publicity is justly commended as a remedy for social and industrial diseases. Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants; electric light the most efficient policeman.” LOUIS D. BRANDEIS, OTHER PEOPLE’S MONEY AND HOW THE BANKERS USE IT 92 (1914).
\item \textsuperscript{53} For the contrast between epistemic and alternative justifications for democracy, see generally WILLIAM N. NELSON, ON JUSTIFYING DEMOCRACY (1980).
\end{itemize}
populism in its pejorative sense, creating a decision-making environment in which the lowest common denominator dimensions of widespread public involvement would cause bad arguments to drive out good ones.

C. Transparency As Efficiency and Transparency As Epistemology

The view that transparency facilitates suboptimal processes and suboptimal outcomes is both contestable and contextual, and those who recognize that open information is the key to efficient markets—those who argue for Transparency as Efficiency—are arguing that the free availability of information is precisely what makes markets operate effectively. Indeed, the point is not exclusively about markets in the conventional sense. The familiar metaphor of the marketplace of ideas in free-speech theory is a variant on the idea of Transparency as Efficiency that we might call Transparency as Epistemology—the view that the open availability of information will facilitate the identification of truth (and falsity) and consequently produce more knowledge and greater progress. John Milton thought this more or less to be the case in the seventeenth century. John Stuart Mill thought this in the nineteenth century, Oliver Wendell Holmes thought this in the early years of the twentieth century, and much of the open-source community now thinks much the same thing. The free availability of information inclines towards knowledge, it is said, even if it does not guarantee it, and thus the claim is that transparency is somewhere between a highly desirable and a necessary pathway on the road to truth.

55. Against the view that populism is just democracy when it produces outcomes with which some commentator using the term disagrees, see John Lukacs, Democracy and Populism: Fear and Hatred 5–8 (2005).


60. “[T]he best test of truth is the power of [a proposition] to get itself accepted in the competition of the market . . . .” Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting); see also Vincent Blasi, Holmes and the Marketplace of Ideas, 2004 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1, 1–2, 4.

61. “Open source is a development method for software that harnesses the power of distributed peer review and transparency of process. The promise of open source is better quality, higher reliability, more flexibility, lower cost, and an end to predatory vendor lock-in.” Mission, OPEN SOURCE INITIATIVE, http://www.opensource.org (last visited May 16, 2011).
As is increasingly recognized in the literature, however, some of these irreducibly empirical claims on behalf of transparency are either optimistic or overblown. Some of these claims, in some contexts, may simply be flat out false. Just as the transparency of information about the U.S. birthplace of President Obama and the empirical folly of astrology have had little effect on the rate of acceptance of these propositions, and just as Justice Souter worried that more sunlight in the Supreme Court would produce worse arguments and worse decisions, so too are we now more skeptical of the correlation between openness and knowledge, or between the availability of information and the quality of decisions that are made on the basis of it. For today I will leave these questions aside, because my goal, at least in this first part of this lecture, has simply been to distinguish among Transparency as Regulation, Transparency as Democracy, Transparency as Efficiency, and Transparency as Epistemology, with the reminder that we cannot hope to be able to evaluate transparency as a policy in this or that decision-making environment without first understanding just what advantages transparency is supposed to bring about.

III. THE CONSERVATISM OF TRANSPARENCY

Once we understand that one person’s transparency is another’s populism, and once we fully comprehend populism’s ambiguous reputation, we have a serviceable foundation for thinking about transparency as a device of decision-making institutional design and a device whose advantages and disadvantages, vices and virtues, costs and benefits, can be evaluated with the tools of modern decision theory. Thus, for any decision-making task we can predict the possibility of two kinds of mistakes, one being the making of a bad decision and the other being the failure to make a good decision. Some will recognize this framework in terms of the statistician’s distinction between Type I and Type II errors, while others are inclined to use the terminology of false positives and false negatives. Thus, if I stay in bed all day, I am unlikely to be hit by a car, but I am also unlikely to reap the benefits of interacting with others. As the law of preliminary injunctive relief—and more specifically the irreparable injury rule—tells us, a preliminary injunction proceeding can err in failing to award preliminary relief to a petitioner who is actually cor-
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63. On the First Amendment and factual and scientific propositions generally, see Schauer, Facts and the First Amendment, supra note 62.

64. See supra note 54.

65. Or at least we should be.
rect (and will eventually prevail) on the merits but can also err in awarding preliminary relief to a petitioner whose underlying cause of action is unsound and will thus lose after a full hearing. This analysis is often described in terms of a “balance of equities” or “balance of hardships,” and the basic idea is that the analysis leading to the decision should balance the expected harms of mistaken action against the expected harms of mistaken inaction under the conditions of uncertainty that exist at the preliminary injunction stage and thus before there has been a full hearing and a complete opportunity to develop all of the relevant facts.

So too for transparency. Transparency International is an organization particularly focused on preventing corruption, and in their view, transparent governmental procedures—open meetings, freedom of information laws, freedom of the press, disclosure of the financial status of officials, and others—will make corruption, bribery, and the like more difficult. Put differently, the view is that transparency will make it harder for bad officials to engage in the rent-seeking activities we call corruption. As Jeremy Bentham put it generations ago, “the more strictly we are watched, the better we behave.”

But let us not forget Justice Souter’s comment, or now-Secretary of State Clinton’s efforts while First Lady to hold nonpublic health care negotiations among relevant stakeholders—the Task Force for National Health Care Reform—in the early 1990s. Transparency may well prevent bad officials from engaging in corrupt or otherwise bad acts, but Justice Souter, Secretary Clinton, and countless others have also recognized that transparency can also make it more difficult for good officials to engage in good acts. Just ask any President, judge, or law school dean. If this conclusion is correct—that transparency is also often an impediment to wise decision making by wise decision makers—then we can

70. Why this is so is again a function of the question about the relationship between awareness and truth (or soundness). If the truth or soundness of a proposition has considerable explanatory power in determining which propositions will be accepted and which rejected by some population, then increasing awareness of true propositions and accurately described facts—the principal theoretical goal of a regime of transparency—will increase the degree of acceptance of those propositions and thus increase knowledge. But if, as seems increasingly and disturbingly apparent in many areas of public life, truth has but a limited causal connection with acceptance, then transparency may at times
understand again the two types of possible errors. One is the error and consequent harm that ensues from failing to prevent corrupt or otherwise misguided officials from engaging in corrupt or otherwise misguided official activities. The other is the error and consequent harm flowing from impeding noncorrupt and nonmisguided officials from engaging in what may turn out to be wise and potentially beneficial activities.

The design of any decision-making environment necessarily must come to a resolution of the comparative probability of harm—the expected harm—from these two kinds of errors. When Blackstone observed that “it is better that ten guilty persons escape, than that one innocent suffer,”71 he was engaged in exactly this kind of analysis; and he was engaged in it long before Howard Raiffa,72 perhaps most prominently, launched the era of modern decision theory.

If we apply these lessons from decision theory generally to the question of transparency more specifically, and if we assume that transparent and thus more open and thus more populist decision making is suboptimal for a large number of decisions that would be made by wise and well-meaning decision makers, we can see the inherent conservatism—in the nonpolitical sense of that term—of the call for transparency. The call for greater transparency can be understood as premised on the belief that failing to prevent corrupt or otherwise unwise decision makers from engaging in harmful decisions is a more serious error than is the error of preventing wise and noncorrupt decision makers from making the wise decisions they could more easily make in darkness than in sunlight. Thus, by seeking to prevent bad decisions even at the cost of preventing some good ones, transparency can be seen as committed to the belief that it is better to prevent some number of bad decisions even at the cost of preventing some good ones than it is to maximize the number of good decisions even at the cost of allowing more bad ones. By engaging in exactly that strategy—in cutting off both the left and right tails of the distribution—transparency can be understood as being a conservative approach to institutional design. In some times and places, such conservatism is well justified. If I were a Zimbabwean, I would worry considerably about bad decisions made outside of the gaze of the population and the international community, but I would not worry very much about preventing good decisions by the government of Robert Mugabe.

be counterproductive. It is a well-known adage among appellate lawyers that you should keep your client at home during an appellate argument precisely because the kinds of arguments that appeal to clients are unlikely to appeal to appellate judges. And insofar as transparency is this very problem, transparency may at times empower weak arguments and make advancing stronger arguments and sounder analyses more difficult.

71. 15 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *434. For recent and relevant analysis, see Alexander Volokh, Guilty Men, 146 U. PA. L. REV. 173 (1997).

72. HOWARD RAIFFA, DECISION ANALYSIS: INTRODUCTORY LECTURES ON CHOICES UNDER UNCERTAINTY (1968); see also R. DUNCAN LUCE & HOWARD RAIFFA, GAMES AND DECISIONS: INTRODUCTION AND CRITICAL SURVEY (1957).
In this situation, transparency would likely prevent some bad decisions but not very many, if any, good ones. At other times and in other places, however, the conservatism of transparency may gain little but cost much. Justice Souter had a point, and although there might well be considerable public educational benefits to be gained from televising Supreme Court oral arguments which are largely orthogonal to my principal point here,\textsuperscript{73} the Supreme Court—and certainly its conferences even if more debatably its oral arguments—seems an apt example, especially in a law school setting, of a proceeding in which the disadvantages of transparency might well overwhelm the benefits. Bentham’s observation that “the more strictly we are watched, the better we behave” is correct only if we define better behavior as the absence of bad behavior rather than the presence of the best behavior. It is likely true that the more strictly we are watched, the less likely we are to behave badly. But it is also true that, at times, the more closely we are watched, the less likely we are to behave admirably.

IV. THE PERVERSIVENESS OF TRANSPARENCY

For someone who spends part of his time as a student of free speech doctrine and theory, discussions of transparency have a special intrigue. In the artificial world of law schools which I inhabit, freedom of speech is a topic for courses and specialists in constitutional law, while freedom of information is for administrative law, questions about open source are for the intellectual property aficionados, open meeting laws are for those who concentrate on state and local government, and questions about mandatory disclosure are distributed among scholars who teach and write in the areas of securities regulation, health care, or consumer protection. And I am sure there are areas I have neglected to mention in which questions about disclosure and transparency also have a significant place. Yet for all of their divergence in law school curricula and legal scholarship, all of these topics are about openness, about the availability of and access to ideas and information, and especially, about the official impediments to the free use and transfer of such ideas and information. In that sense, it is odd that topics so plainly interrelated are so typically kept apart from each other.\textsuperscript{74}

What is especially odd, however, is that this shared focus on information and openness across seemingly diverse areas seems so rarely recognized in my even smaller corner of the world—the world inhabited by

\textsuperscript{73} That is, there may be advantages to having the public learn about the Supreme Court, what it does and how it does it, even if this learning comes at the cost of a larger number of erroneous decisions.

\textsuperscript{74} Some of these typically diverse topics are usefully brought together in JAMES BOYLE, SHAMANS, SOFTWARE, AND SPLEENS: LAW AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE INFORMATION SOCIETY (1996).
all three of your Baum Lecturers this year— the world of those of us who study freedom of speech and freedom of the press. In that little world—my little world—we worry incessantly about government restrictions on what speakers, writers, publishers, and broadcasters might want to say, but we rarely worry about the oddity of relying so much on what such individuals might happen to want to say, as opposed to the full range of policies that might foster more saying. If the epistemic, informational, and democratic arguments for freedom of speech are sound, then the advantages to truth, understanding, and public decision making that free speech is thought to bring are advantages for which free speech is arguably, in some contexts, a necessary condition, but it is not even close to being a sufficient condition. Put differently, and more relevantly to my theme in this lecture, it is plausible to imagine, albeit hyperbolically, that far more information would be lost by repeal or substantial con- striction of the Freedom of Information Act, all of the local, state, and federal sunshine laws, and all of the laws and Supreme Court decisions on open trials, most of which are creatures of the 1960s and 1970s, then by repeal of the First Amendment itself. Less hyperbolically, the point is that the negative liberties protected by the First Amendment—the liberty to be free from state restriction—may be less important, or at least no more important, for fostering the values that lie behind the First Amendment than are a number of knowledge-fostering social conditions and public policies that are substantially beyond the power of negative liberties to affect. If we think, for example, that, following Mill, it is essential to challenge accepted ideas as a way of advancing knowledge or avoiding intellectual complacency, then it is important not only to protect the challengers, but to ensure that such challengers exist, even to the point of creating them—as the Catholic Church does with its devil’s advocate—and thus, if necessary, to take affirmative steps to create those institutions to ensure that there actually will be challenges. Similarly, if it is important to democracy that there be robust public debate on matters of public policy, then the various policies that would actually encourage or even create such debate may be no less important than the importance of not restricting those who happen by their own initiative to wind up being the debaters.

76. For my own preliminary observations on the phenomenon, see generally Frederick Schauer, Hohfeld’s First Amendment, 76 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 914 (2008). Earlier, the way in which the values underlying the First Amendment might argue for affirmative policies in addition to negative rights was explored in Steven H. Shiffrin, Dissent, Injustice, and the Meanings of America (1999).
78. And Mill recognized the point, even if those who follow and quote him rarely do. See Mill, supra note 59, at 42–43 (urging that even where views are taken as settled, and when no challenges to those views exist, various “contrivances” by way of challenge should be employed in order to ensure that “the intelligent and living apprehension of a truth” is not impeded).
To the same effect, therefore, if there are values in information about government and if there are values in checking government abuses, then the various policies—*not* constitutional rights—embodied in freedom of information laws, open meeting laws, affirmative disclosure requirements, and much else may be as valuable a component of serving such goals as is the protection of those speakers or publishers who happen to want to criticize the government. In other words, free speech may be best understood as a component, and perhaps not the most important component, of a larger commitment to transparency.

I do not mean by the foregoing to backtrack on my earlier observations regarding thinking of transparency in decision-theoretic terms. Transparency need not be understood as a value necessarily to be maximized at the expense of other interests. And it certainly remains important to recognize the harms to good decisions that transparency, as a safeguard against bad decisions, may at times cause. Still, I do mean to suggest that, in important ways, the aspects of transparency that those of us who study free speech or constitutional law have relegated to the nether regions of administrative law, local government law, or simply to the realm of constitutionally and legally unconstrained public policy, may in fact be far more important to the purposes behind the First Amendment than is First Amendment doctrine itself.

In the final analysis, however, it is not my goal here to take a strong stand for or against more or less governmental transparency than we now have in the United States. Part of the reason for this ambivalence is the undeniably contextual and contingent nature of the value of transparency at all. And part of the reason is that my own intellectual style goes more in the direction of conceptual clarification, which I believe we have too little of, than in the direction of strong normative prescription, of which I believe we may well have too much. Thus, much of my justification for avoiding reaching strong conclusions about when and where we need more or less transparency in the United States—I have different views when it comes to North Korea, Zimbabwe, and even China—is also my belief that we cannot intelligently engage in those discussions unless we first clarify what we are talking about, what the stakes are, and

---

just how we ought to engage in these discussions. If this lecture has helped in that direction, then I will have been successful, and I am grateful to the Baum family, to the College of Law, and to the audience today for giving me the opportunity to do just that.